WIP peer tutors are undergraduates who have successfully completed the WIP course for which they tutor. They are not only good writers but also understand how to write within their discipline.

Types of Peer Tutoring

Face-to-Face Tutoring
WIP peer tutors are available during their tutor hours—approximately 5 hours a week in CAW. Please make an appointment to work with a peer tutor.

Virtual Tutoring Appointment
WIP peer tutors are also available to tutor students virtually if students cannot see peer tutors face to face. You can use Skype, Gmail chat, or a messaging client (e.g. Meebo or Pidgin) with your peer tutor. Please e-mail your peer tutor to schedule a virtual tutoring session.

What to Bring
We recommend that you bring two copies of any written work (or you can bring your laptop and work on screen), your class notes and syllabus, textbooks, and most importantly, your assignment description. Please note that peer tutors will not write on documents that you will take home. Peer tutor notes do not leave CAW.

Workshops
WIP peer tutors for some WIP courses hold small group workshops on topics related to the writing in the discipline. Workshops are 50 minutes long and include time for students to apply what they have learned. Contact your WIP peer tutor(s) for more information.

Where
WIP peer tutors are located in the Center for Academic Writing, on the fourth floor of the library.

What
WIP peer tutors help students of all abilities become better writers by helping them focus on every step of the writing process—from brainstorming ideas, pre-writing, and outlining to drafting, revising, and editing. You don’t need to have a completed draft to meet with peer tutors.

Peer tutors can provide the most effective help if students come early in the assignment process and return throughout the semester. Please remember—peer tutors are not graders, proofreaders, or editors.

We encourage you to work with your WIP peer tutor more than once on the same assignment!
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Mondays
2:30pm – 5:30pm

Tuesdays
2:00pm – 3:00pm
4:00pm – 5:00pm

or by appointment outside these hours

To Make an Appointment
Call CAW – 773-442-4492
Visit CAW – Library, Fourth Floor
Email your WIP peer tutor(s) for appointments outside of tutor hours and virtual appointments